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ENDOMORPHISMS OF AN EXTREMAL ALGEBRA
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(Communicated by John B. Conway)

ABSTRACT. Let Ea[—1,1] denote the extremal algebra on [—1,1] as defined

in Bonsall and Duncan, Numerical ranges. II. We show that every nonzero

endomorphism T on Ea[—1,1] has the form Tf(x) —» ¡(Ax + B) where A and

B are real and |A| + |B| < 1. Further, the endomorphism T is an automorphism

if, and only if, B = 0 and A = 1 or — 1, while T is a nonzero compact

endomorphism if, and only if, T: ¡(x) —» ¡(B) for some B in [—1,1]. Also

included in this note are several results related to compact endomorphisms of

regular commutative semisimple Banach algebras.

In this note, we determine the endomorphisms of the extremal algebra Ea[— 1,1]

for whose definition we follow the notations of [1, §24]. Let G denote the com-

plex field, M(C) the set of finite regular Borel measures on G and MU(C) the

set of measures p, G M(C) for which /ce|ReA|d|/i|(A) < oo. Then Ea[-1,1] =

{f\f(x) = fcexXdfi{X) for some p, G MW(G),-1 < x < 1}. With norm defined

by 11/11 = inf{/celReAldM(A)|/j G M»{C) with f(x) = fcexXdn{X)}, Ea[-l,l\ is
a regular commutative semisimple Banach algebra which satisfies a strong Ditkin

condition [1, 4]. Further, the maximal ideal space of Ea\—1,1] is [—1,1]- The

algebra Ea\—1,1] is called the extremal algebra for [-1,1], a name derived from a

property it possesses relative to the study of numerical ranges of elements in com-

plex unital Banach algebras. Ea\—1,1] is generated by the hermitian element u,

where u{x) = x for x G [-1,1]. We remark that ||e*tu|| = 1 for all real t [1, 4].

Let 7?[-l,l] denote the Banach space of entire functions <f> such that ||0|| =

sup{|0(A)|e-lReAl | A € G} < oo. Then 7?[-l,l] is isometrically isomorphic to

the dual space of Ea[—1,1] under the correspondence qb —* $0 where <&${f) =

fc 4>{X) dp{X) for any representation f{x) = fc exX d//(A) [1, p. 59].
It is easy to show that if A and 73 are real numbers with |A| + |73| < 1, then

T: Ea[-l,l] -» Ea[-l,l], given by Tf{x) = f{Ax + 73), for x G [-1,1], is an
endomorphism of Ea[—1,1]. Our primary purpose in this paper is to show that

there are no other nonzero endomorphisms of Ea[— 1,1].

MAIN THEOREM. Let T be a nonzero endomorphism of Ea\—1,1]. Then T has

the form Tf{x) — f{Ax + 73) for some real numbers A and B with \A\ + |73| < 1.

This result resembles the Beurling-Helson Theorem which states that every

nonzero endomorphism of the group algebra L1 (—00,00) is generated by a lin-

ear change of variable. Indeed, the proof of our result follows in a similar manner

to that of the Beurling-Helson Theorem presented in [3, pp. 217-218].
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The results in this paper arose out of a study of compact endomorphisms of

regular Banach algebras. In many cases, such as C{X),L1{G) and Gn([0, l]m), if

the maximal ideal space is connected, then, when the algebra has an identity 1,

every nonzero compact endomorphism T of the algebra has the form Tf = /(xn)l

for some xn in the maximal ideal space, while, when the algebra has no identity,

there are no nonzero compact endomorphisms of the algebra. We conjectured that

this is true in general. Professor John Duncan suggested Ea[—1,1] as a possi-

ble counterexample, and, in the course of examining it, we were led to the Main

Theorem.

Subsequently, we have found an example of a regular commutative semisimple

unital Banach algebra with a connected maximal ideal space and a nonzero compact

endomorphism which does not have the form / —> /(xn)l. For such an example,

let =1/€G°°[0,1]
ll/(n)l

£    (n!)5
n=0     v     '

< 00

with pointwise addition and multiplication. Then 73n is a regular commutative

semisimple unital Banach algebra whose maximal ideal space is the interval [0,1].

The map T: f{x) —► f{x/2) is a compact endomorphism.

However, for Ea[— 1,1] and, in fact, for any semisimple Banach algebra generated

by 1 and a hermitian element u whose spectrum is a closed interval [a, b], every non-

zero compact endomorphism T has the form Tf = f{xo)l for some xn € [a, b], which

is the maximal ideal space of the algebra. Indeed, let 73 be the algebra generated

by 1 and u. If T is a nonzero compact endomorphism of 73, then there exists g G B

with Tu = g and so, for each f G B and all x G [a,b], TF~(x) — f(g(x)). Clearly,

g: \a,b\ —► \a,b\. Let Xn be a fixed point of g, and, for each positive integer n, let

/„ G B be defined by /„ = ((1 + e-ix°eiu)/2)n. Since ||e'fcu||B = 1 for all integers

k, {fn} is a bounded sequence in 73, and since T is a compact operator, there exists

an F G B and a subsequence {n*,} of the positive integers such that T/„t -»fas

k -» oo. This implies that, for each x G \a,b], Tf~k{x) = {{1 + e-ixoeiHx'>)/2)n* -+

F(x). Hence,

» f 1    if g{x) = xo + 2m-K for some integer m,

1 0   otherwise.

However, F is continuous so that g{x) = xn 4- 2m7r for some integer m, and, since

g is continuous and g{x0) — Xn, we conclude that g{x) = x0 for all x G [a, b]. That

is, for each / € 73, Tf~{x) = /(xn)l for all x G [a,b].

We proceed to the main part of the paper, first stating the following lemma from

which Lemma 1 follows easily.

LEMMA   [2,   LEMMA   1.6]).   Let [a,b] be a compact interval in R and ip G

3¡{)a,b[) andkGCP{[a,b\) with

0<Ci< \k'{x)\ + \k"{x)\ + ■■■ + \k^{x)\ < C2,

if x G [a,b], where Ci and C2 are constants and p is a positive integer. Then there

exists a constant C not depending on k, such that

rb

/   eisfc(l)^(x)dx

Ja

< Cs~1/p,
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for every s > 0.

LEMMA 1.   If g is a nonlinear polynomial function, then

I f1
lim sup   /    eiaxe-in^x) dx

n-*°°s€tl\J-i
= 0.

With this lemma, we show that a nonlinear polynomial does not induce an en-

domorphism of Ea[— 1,1]. The special case g{x) — x2 is a consequence of Theorem

27.5 of [1, p. 81].

LEMMA 2. If g: [—1,1] —► [—1,1] is a nonlinear polynomial function, then g

does not induce an endomorphism of Ea[—1,1].

PROOF. Suppose a nonlinear polynomial function g induces an endomorphism

T of Ea[—1,1]. Then, if u is the identity function on [-1,1], u{x) = x, we have

Tu = g. For each n > 0, let </>„(x) = f_xezxe~ing^ dx. Then 4>n is an entire

function, and since xRez < | Re 2:| for —1 < x < 1,

I r1
sup|0n(*)|eHRes| = sup   /    ezxe-\Rez\e-ingWdx

zee zecU-i

'7-1
<sup/    elRez-lRe2ldx

z€C .

<2.

Therefore, for each n, <f>n{z) € 7?[—1,1], and so, for each zGC,

**nieZ = 4>n{z)= j ezxe-ing{x) dx_

(The first equality above is Theorem 24.5 in [1, p. 59].)

Since {ezu} generates Ea[—1,1], we have, for all / G Ea[—1,1],

(1) %M) = fjix)e-m9{x)dx.

It follows from the Phragmen-Lindelöf Theorem that

ll**J| = ||*»Hz>[-i,i]
= sud la (z)\e~\Rez\swp\<pn(z)\e

= SUp \<t>n(is)\
s&R

/1     I I \\et(sx-ng(x)) dx

-1

Furthermore, if we let /„ = T(einu) = ein°W, then /„ G Ea[-l,l], and, from

equation (1),

**„(/„) = f   etn9{x]e-ing{x) dx = 2.
7-1

Since g induces the endomorphism T and ||em"|| = ||et"x||00 = 1, we have

2 = ||^„(T(ein"))||<||^J|||T||.
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Therefore,

2< imisupl/'e*
sen \J-i

(sx-ng(x)) dx

By Lemma 1, if g is a nonlinear polynomial function, then the right side of this

last inequality approaches 0 as n gets large. This contradiction shows that no

polynomial of degree > 2 induces an endomorphism of Ea[— 1,1].

The proof of the next lemma closely parallels that of the Beurling-Helson The-

orem in [3, pp. 217-219].

LEMMA 3. Suppose T is an endomorphism of Ea[—1,1] andTf(x) = f(g(x))

for all f G Ea[—1,1], x G [—1,1]. Then there exists an interval I C [—1,1] on which

g is a linear function.

PROOF. Let T and g be as described in the hypotheses, and let T* be the adjoint

of T. Changing the notation from the proof of Lemma 2, we set 4>e{X) = eAi, for

—1 <"£-<l. Then <J><¿,£ is point evaluation at £, i.e.,

**«(/)= f e*x dp.f(X) = f(t)
Jc

for all / G Ea[-1,1]. Moreover,

r#*<(/) - #,t(T/) = Tf(t) = figit)) = *,.«,(/)
for all £€[-1,1].

Hence, for all ak GC and tk € [-1,1],

and so

-n$
E «**.(«*) ""i-1^

= sup Ea'
Aec1,4^

= sup Eafce

9(Ct)A

«9(Çfc)s

I Re A

'

again from applying the Phragmén-Lindelof Theorem.

Using Kronecker's Theorem [3, p. 181], we have that if {g{tk)} are linearly

independent over Q, then

sup
x€R

Ea*e,ff(a)I=E ak\

whence,

But

£i°*i = \\T* (E0***.)! * ht*ii ||Ea***u

Eat$*eJI = sup|Eafee'€,i
¡r€fi '

(Phragmén-Lindelof again). Thus, if tk G [-1,1] and {g{tk)} are linearly indepen-

dent over Q, then

(2) X>fc|<||T*||supEa*eii kit

for all Ofc € G and Çfc G [-1,1].
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From here we observe that the argument used in the "first step" of the proof of the

Beurling-Helson Theorem in [3, p. 217] carries over to our case. As a consequence,

we can conclude that there is an interval 7 C [—1,1] on which g is a polynomial

function. Finally, if we let r be a non-constant linear function mapping [—1,1] into

7, then gor is a polynomial function on [—1,1], and gor induces an endomorphism of

Ea[— 1,1). (This endomorphism is just the product TTT, where TTf(x) — f(r(x)).)

By Lemma 2, g o r must be linear on [—1,1], and so g is linear on 7 as claimed.

We have thus shown that g is made up of pieces of (possibly different) linear func-

tions. Our final task will be to show that each g which induces an endomorphism

of Ea[—1,1] is linear on all of [—1,1].

THEOREM. Suppose T is an endomorphism of Ea[—1,1] andTf(x) = f(g(x))

for all f G Ea[— 1,1] and x G [—1,1]. Then g is a linear function on [—1,1] of the

form g{t) = At + B, where \A\ + \B\ < 1.

PROOF. Again let T and g be as described in the hypotheses. The previous

lemma showed that g has the form g{t) = At + B on some interval 7 c [—1,1]. Let

k > 1 be an integer, and let pk be a Borel measure in M"(C) with

T{eiku) = eik9^ = f e*xdßk{X).
Je

Since

((¿»•(«H   _Xi  < urn jie^ji = iirji,
we may assume that the measures p.*k satisfy

/elReAld|^|(A)<2||T||
Jc

for all fc > 1. For each k > 1, let fik(X) = e~ikBß*k{X+ikA). Since fc ¿ Re Alc/|/zfc|(A)

= /celReAld|/¿£|(A), {e'ReAl dp,k} and {dp.k} are uniformly bounded sequences of

regular Borel measures on G. In addition,

f e«AdMfc(A) = e-l(Afc«+Bfc) / e«Ad/4(A) =e»[fc»<«-*<A€+B)].
Jc Jc

If we define Çl by gi{t) = g{t) - {At + 73), then gx(t) = 0 when g(t) = At + B

andfce^xdp.k(X) = eikgi^l
Next, for each positive integer n, let the measure vn be defined by

k=0

where /zn is evaluation at 0. Then, for each such n, vn is a Borel measure on C and

f elReAldK|(A) < ¿Ê h) f elReAld|/zfc|(A) < 2||T||.
Jc L   fc=0 \   I Jc

Hence t>„(£) = fce^xdvn(X) (as a Gelfand transform) is in Ea[— 1,1], and also

{/>„} is a bounded subset of G[—1,1] in sup norm. Since M(C) is the dual space

of Cq(G), the continuous complex-valued functions on G which vanish at co, and
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since {elReAl dvn{X)} is a bounded sequence in M{C), then, using subsequences if

necessary, there exists a Borel measure v on C such that

/ /i(A)elReAl^n(A)^ f h{X)e\KeXUis{X)
Je Je

and

f h{X)dvn{X) — / h(X)dv(X)
Je Je

for all h G C0{C).

For — 1 < o < b < 1, let *[a,6] denote the characteristic function of the interval

[a, b], and let

h{X) = S-i *mi
ebX -eQAl

it)eiXdt

-|ReA|

-|ReA|

As a function of A, h belongs to Gn(G), and a routine calculation shows that

(3) J_^[aMÍO^n{t)dt^ J_   *[a,b]it)Ht)dt

for all a, b with -1 < a < b < 1.

Further,

&nit)=  i etxdvn{X)
Jc

-i±il)^

If we set J = {t | gi{t) = 0}, and let íj denote the characteristic function of J,

then ûn{t) -* *j(0 for all t e [-1,1]. Also, since ||i>„||oo < 2||T||, the Lebesgue

Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that

(4) l_ *m)(£)MO# -» l_ *[«,6](0*j(Ode
for all a, b, with — 1 < a < b < 1.

By combining (3) and (4), we conclude that

l_  *la,b]it)Ht)dt = J_  *[a,b]it)*j{t)dt

for all a,b. Thus, û{t) — Vj{t) a.e. But v is continuous and the measure of

J > measure of 7 > 0. Therefore, û{t) — 1 for all t 6 [_1>1]) so that J —

it\gxit) = 0} = [-1,1].  That is, giit) = 0 on [-1,1], and thus, g{t) = At + B
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on [-1,1]. Finally, since g: [-1,1] —► [-1,1], it is easy to see that \A\ + \B\ < 1,

which completes the proof of the Theorem.

We observe, too, that an endomorphism T is an automorphism if, and only if,

73 = 0 and A = 1 or -1.

As a final remark, the referee noted that since Ea[—1,1] is isometrically isomor-

phic to a quotient of /1(7Î), the L1 group algebra of the discrete additive group of

reals [4, p. 685], it is natural to ask which other quotients of group algebras also

have the endomorphism property associated with the Beurling-Helson Theorem.
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